## Apple Power Macintosh G4 450MHz

### SYSTEM CONFIGURATION
- Apple Mini-Tower, 4 Handle, Polycarbonate Case
- Power PC G4 Processor running at 450MHz
- 1MB L2 backside Cache at 225MHz
- 128MB PC100 SDRAM (1 DIMM)
- 27GB Ultra ATA/66 Hard Drive
- DVD-ROM Drive w/ DVD-Video
- 100MB Zip Drive
- ATI Rage 128 Video Cards with 16MB
- 3 internal bays, 1 used by Hard Drive
- 10/100 Base-T Built in Ethernet
- Three Fire Wire Ports (1 internal)
- Two USB Ports
- Apple USB Keyboard and Mouse

### CH9746 Higher Ed Price $3149.00
Price includes Ground Shipping

### Optional Next Day Shipping Charges
- **SH001** Next Day System, No Monitor $55.00
- **SH002** Next Day System, w/ 17" Monitor $75.00
- **SH003** Next Day System, w/ 21" Monitor $125.00

### SYSTEM UPGRADE OPTIONS (check all that apply)

#### MEMORY:
- **CH9839** 384MB SDRAM (2 DIMM's) ADD $180
- **CH9840** 512MB SDRAM (2 DIMM's) ADD $450
- **CH9841** 768MB SDRAM (3 DIMM's) ADD $900
- **CH9843** 1GB SDRAM (4 DIMM's) ADD $1350

#### HARD DRIVES:
- **CH9842** 18GB Ultra2 SCSI, 2-Channel Card ADD $315
- **CH9844** 2 x 18GB Ultra2 SCSI, 2-Channel Card ADD $1125
- **CH9845** 36GB Ultra2 SCSI, 2-Channel Card ADD $1125
- **CH9846** 3 x 18GB Ultra2 SCSI, 2 Channel Card ADD $1935
- **CH9848** 2 x 36GB Ultra2 SCSI, 2-Channel Card ADD $2745
- **CH9849** 3 x 36GB Ultra2 SCSI, 2-Channel Card ADD $4365

#### MONITORS:
- **CH7489** 17" Apple Studio Display, Diamondtron (16.0" vis.) ADD $449
- **CH7801** 21" Apple Studio Display, Trinitron CRT w/ ColorSync, USB Ports ADD $1349

#### MULTIMEDIA:
- **CH9292** Two ATI Rage 128 Graphics Card AGP & PCI 16MB VDRAM ADD $135
- **CH9850** Three ATI Rage 128 Graphics Card AGP & PCI 16MB VDRAM ADD $135

#### OTHER PERIPHERALS:
- **CH9838** 56K Internal Modem ADD $90
- **CH8524** Ultra SCSI PCI Card and Cable Adapter ADD $44

### SYSTEM PRICE:

**$_______**

**SUBTOTAL FROM UPGRADE OPTIONS:**

**$_______**

**TAX (IF APPLICABLE):**

**$_______**

**GRAND TOTAL:**

**$_______**
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